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To all whom it may con-0ern:
.
Be it known that we, WILLIAM ULRICH and
CHARLES HACHMEISTER, of Newark, ~ssex
county, in the State of New Jersey, have invented certain new and useful Improvements
in Rosettes for Harness; and we do hereby
declare that the following is a full, clear, and
exact description thereof, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings, and to the letters of reference thereon marked,
Otu· invention relates to the manufacture of
ornamental rosettes, &uch as are used for harness and other pµrposes; and chiefly consists
in forming the Jowei: part or base of the rosette
out of metal, over \vhich is placed a piece or
· boss of ornamented composition, such as hard
rubber, which may be given the desired form
and qualities in suitable dies; also, in providing the base with a recess or flange to receive
and cover or contain the edge of the ornamented boss and retain the same.
In the drawing, Figure 1 shows a vertical
section, and Fig. 2 shows a plan, of one form
of our improved rosette.
B is the base-plate, made of metal. It may
be shaped into any desired form by proper
.means, preferably by spinning. In the drawing this base B is shown with a compoun cl
curve. At m is shown a groove or recess,
spun or formed in plate B, to receive the edge
of boss A; A, the ornamented boss, which I
prefer should be made of hard rubber, or other
suitable compressible composition, formed or
pressP.d in dies, so as to have the desired or-1
namental form, and the qualities of strength,
solidity, and 'polish imparted by dies. This

boss of compressible composition may be of
any desirable ornamentation, color, or material
susceptible of being :properly worked. E is a
bolt passing through plate B and boss A, and
serves to secure the rosette in place when in

use.
When the base B is provicled with recess m,
the edge of the boss A is forced therein, aud
the two parts are thus attached together.
Where the recess m fa omitted the parts A
and B are kept in their respective places by
lJolt E.
Our rosettes are at once cheap and beauti·
ful. The contrast between the base of metal
and the boss of another material is highly ornamental. The contrast is heightened when
the lJolt has a larg·e head showing at the center of the boss.
We claim as onr invention,
1. The combination, in a rosette, of a metal
base-plate with a boss of compressible composition.
2. The combination, in a rosette, ot a metal
base-plate\with a boss of compressible composition united by means of recess m or bolt E.
3. The combination, in a rosette, of the baseplate B with the hard-rubber boss A.
4. The combinaticm, in a rosette, of baseplate B, having recess m, with a suitable boss
or center-piece secured in said recess.
WILLIAM ULRICH.
CHARLES HACHMEISTER.
Witnesses:
ABRAHAM MANNERS.
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